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protective coating
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RAPTOR protective coating provides surfaces with a barrier that 
can withstand the toughest situations.

developed to tolerate most climatic conditions, RAPTOR is U.v. 
resistant and won’t fade or “chalk” even after years in the sun. 
RAPTOR is also water resistant and protects surfaces from rust.

RAPTOR’s versatility makes it ideal for almost any application. 
Spray or roll RAPTOR on high traffic areas; it is durable, stain 
resistant and easy to clean. its flexible formulation can handle 
impacts without cracking, making it perfect for its most popular 
application as a truck bed liner.

RAPTOR is unlike other protective coatings. in case it does 
scratch (which is tough to do!), RAPTOR can easily be  
repaired. You can’t do that with most of the other bed liners  
and protective coatings!

RAPTOR protects the roughest industrial surfaces as well as 
the smaller surfaces we rely on every day. it looks great and it 
lasts a long time.

When you need a surface protection solution that can stand up  
to the elements, choose RAPTOR...

about u-pol
U-POL is a world leader in automotive refinishing products specialising in fillers, coatings, aerosols, adhesives and paint related products.

recognised globally with sales in over 100 countries, U-POL is committed to consistently providing customers with high quality products 
that professional technicians demand. our heritage and experience of nearly 70 years in the industry, coupled with our continued 
investment in state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and reputation for innovation, ensures that your U-POL experience is nothing less 
than world class.

U-POL has a comprehensive range of fillers and coatings and we are uniquely positioned to deliver solutions developed, tested and 
approved for the modern bodyshop. We know your reputation matters and that is why U-POL is investing in future innovation, to help your team 
get it right first time, every time.

Surface protection
that stands up to the elements
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the reasons to choose raptor
1. cuStoMiSable

 RAPTOR is available in black, white and tintable versions. 
the tintable version can be altered to suit the colour of your 
choice by adding up to 100ml of automotive solvent tint. 
RAPTOR can be applied as a flat finish through to a very  
coarse finish.

2. Durable

 provides a tough mechanical damage and stain resistant  
surface. protects against rust, corrosion and extreme 
temperatures.

 resistant against fuels, hydraulic oils, urine, salt water 
and more.

3. u.V. reSiStant

 Stops colour fading.

4. Water reSiStant

 provides a water tight seal, keeping moisture out and  
reducing the chance of rust.

5. QuicK & eaSY to uSe

 easy as Fill-Shake-Shoot. can be applied with excellent 
adhesion across many substrates with either RAPTOR 
standard or professional vari-nozzle application guns, roller  
or brush. easy to clean.

6. anti-corroSiVe epoxY priMer

 Specifically designed to be used under RAPTOR protective 
coating for optimum performance.

7. Slip reSiStant aDDitiVe

 the use of RAPTOR traction with RAPTOR produces a 
slip resistant surface as defined by BS 7976-2 and aStM  
e303-93.

3
easy to use in 
simple steps

fill

ShaKe

Shoot
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raptor - tough 
anD tintable 
protectiVe 
coating

it is durable, resistant 
to mechanical damage, 
fuels, hydraulic oils, 
urine, salt water and 
more. Many applications 
are possible. We have 
compiled some of 
them by types  
of applications. autoMotiVe 

1. Bed Liner
2. automotive Undercoating
3. total Body protection
4. Sill protection Bars
5. Body panels
6. Bull Bars
7. Wheel arches & grills
8. chassis
9. Bumpers
10. engine components
11. plastic trims

coMMercial VehicleS 
12. van interior
13. chassis Frame
14. cargo van interior
15. Lift gates
16. tanker trailers
17. Hopper trailers
18. Steps
19. Lifting deck / tail Lift
20. iSo Shipping containers
21. Bumpers
22. Step Well
23. Wings
24. cab
25. recycling equipment
26. refuse truck
27. tipper Body
28. Horsebox
29. armoured vehicles
30. Flooring
31. Body panels
32. Undercoating
33. Body Superstructure and
Fabrications
34. access and egress areas
35. demountable equipment
36. Fire tenders
37. Bus and coach applications
38. crane equipment
39. car transporters

Marine 
54. Boat decks
55. Boat Hulls
56. docks
57. cabin Floors
58. inboard Boat
59. engine parts
60. ramps
61. Boardwalks
62. oar tips
63. aluminium Boats
64. Bay Boats
65. Kayaks
66. Sailboats

hoMe 
40. porches
41. garage Floors
42. Steps
43. Walkways
44. paths
45. Wood decks
46. patios
47. Ladder Steps
48. Wheelbarrows
49. Basement Walls
50. Basement Floors
51. tool Boxes
52. gates
53. pool deck
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inDuStrial 
86. containment areas
87. cement truck Hoppers
88. Loading ramps
89. Loading docks
90. Skips
91. equipment Handles
92. asphalt coverings
93. Heavy duty equipment Buckets
94. Machinery casings
95. cold Storage areas
96. cinder Block Walls
97. Spreaders
98. Storage tanks exterior
99. Sewage treatment
100. thickener tanks
101. Mining equipment
102. Steel Beams
103. pipelines exterior
104. propane tanks
105. Stairwells
106. Hand rails
107. plant & Machinery equipment
108. aerial platform Lifts

recreational
67. camper Shells
68. Jet Ski decks
69. Snowmobile decks
70. Motor Home roofs
71. Hockey Sticks
72. rv transporters
73. Utility trailers
74. atv trailers
75. Boat trailers
76. recreational trailers
77. Snowmobile trailers
78. tow trailers
79. Semi trailers
80. Fifth Wheel Hitches
81. animal trailers
82. trailer Hitches
83. park Benches
84. Skate parks
85. caravans

Marine 
54. Boat decks
55. Boat Hulls
56. docks
57. cabin Floors
58. inboard Boat
59. engine parts
60. ramps
61. Boardwalks
62. oar tips
63. aluminium Boats
64. Bay Boats
65. Kayaks
66. Sailboats

coMMercial
118. Wheelchair ramps
119. Work Benches
120. Work Floors
121. railings
122. air conditioning casings
123. car Washes
124. curb ramps
125. rail Boxcar Floors
126. recycle Bins and Skips
127. trash receptacles
128. institutional Shower Floors
129. Subwoofer enclosures
130. Fork Lift Shells

agricultural 
109. tractor Bed
110. Horse trailer
111. Silos
112. Fertilizer equipment
113. Farm equipment
114. ploughs

aircraft 
115. cargo Holds
116. aircraft Hanger
117. ground Service equipment

neW neW
neW

neW
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raptor Kit

RAPTOR kits are ideal for medium and small applications and touch-ups.  
compatible with RAPTOR standard and professional vari-nozzle application guns. 

• 1-Bottle Kit contains 0.71L of RAPTOR and 0.24L of hardener
• 4-Bottle Kit contains 4 х 0.71L of RAPTOR, 0.95L of hardener  

and a measuring cup
• typical coverage is 4.2 m2 per litre

part number description colour Units per case

rLB/S1 1-Bottle Kit Black 6

rLt/S1 1-Bottle Kit tintable 6

rLB/S4 4-Bottle Kit Black 1

rLW/S4 4-Bottle Kit White 1

rLt/S4 4-Bottle Kit tintable 1

raptor products

the 5L RAPTOR tins are ideal for large areas such as trailers, floors, heavy equipment 
and full oversprays.

• Mix 3:1 (15L of RAPTOR to 5L of hardener) to make more than 20L of  
RAPTOR and covers approximately 60m2

• this can be brush applied, rolled or sprayed through pneumatic or conventional 
spray equipment

5L raptor

the 200L RAPTOR drum will provide you with the coverage and protection you need 
for large and oeM applications.

200L raptor drUMS

part number description colour Units per case

rLB/5 5L tin Black 2

rLt/5 5L tin tintable 2

rLH/5 5L tin Hardener 2

part number description colour Units per case

rLBv/200 200L drum Black 1

rLtv/200 200L drum tintable 1

noW
incluDeS a
MeaSuring

cup
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U-POL offers a complete line of accessory products to prepare, apply and upgrade your 
RAPTOR application.

raptor acceSSorieS

the RAPTOR anti-corrosive epoxy primer is a 2K high performance primer, specifically 
designed to be used under RAPTOR protective coating. 

it contains a blend of anti-corrosive additives to help inhibit rust and corrosion and has 
excellent salt spray resistance*. RAPTOR anti-corrosive epoxy primer’s advanced 
resin technology improves adhesion to bare metal and most other prepared surfaces, 
and promotes intercoat performance to further extend the life of RAPTOR protective 
coating. 

• can also be applied directly on to surface rust**
• can be applied wet on wet
• the RAPTOR anti-corrosive epoxy primer covers approximately 5.88m² @ 75µ 

dFt per litre

raptor anti-corroSive epoXY priMer

200L raptor drUMS

part number description colour Units per case

rep/1LK 1L Kit grey 8

rep/5LK 5L Kit grey 1

part number description Units per case

gUn/vn professional vari-nozzle application gun 6

gUn/1 Standard application gun 5

rptep/aL acid etch primer 450ml aerosol 6

rptap/aL adhesion promoter 450ml aerosol 6

rLtr/SM Slip resistant additive traction 200g Box.
clear - doesn’t show up in tinted coating!
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*  test completed at >1000 hours according to aStM  

protocols (B117) at an independent laboratory 

**  Metal should be prepared in accordance with the tdS

the RAPTOR 2K aerosol offers a fast, easy way to apply RAPTOR without compromising 
performance, no spray equipment necessary. the durability of RAPTOR with the convenience 
of an aerosol. ideal for spot repairs and small jobs (typical coverage is 1.35 m2 per can). 

• textured “gun” finish

• no mess, no clean-up application

• easy and convenient - activate using the valve on base

• pot life at 20°c when activated is 60 min

• Spraying at a distance of 60-90cm from the object

raptor 2К aeroSoL

part number description colour Units per case

rLB/aL 400ml aerosol Black 6

neW
neW

neW

neW
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coating regulationS
coating regulations differ by country, industry and application. inclusion of a specific application within this catalogue is meant to demonstrate ability of this product to 
perform technically in that application, but does not mean that it has regulatory approval for this use in all different legislative regimes (for example having the relevant 
voc for that specific use in every market). if you need specific advice regarding the local legislative frameworks for use of RAPTOR in any given application, please 
contact your U-POL representative.

raptor
 
certifications & test results

1. anti-Slip 
 accredited BS 7976-2 and aStM e303-93 

 (when used with RAPTOR traction)

2. flaMMabilitY 
 FMvSS 302, iSo 3795, BS aU169a

3. WaterSoaK 

 aStM d870-15 pass

4. Salt SpraY 
 aStM B 117-16 
 raptor anti-corrosive epoxy primer test    
 completed at >1000 hours according to aStM    

 protocols (B117) at an independent laboratory

5. chip reSiStance 
 aStM d3359-09e2

6. iMpact reSiStance 
 aStM d2794-93(2010)

7. taber abraSion reSiStance 
 aStM d4060-14

cheMical reSiStance 
aStM d1308 
diesel 
naoH 
petrol  
Hydraulic oil 
Xylene 
alcohol 
Bleach 
Horse Urine 
10% Hydrochloric acid 
10% Sulphuric acid 
85.5% phosphoric acid

raptor currently has been tested in accordance with the following test methods.
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Mix RATiO 3:1

TinTAbLe Mix By volume: 50-100ml of 2K solvent based toners

ThinneR not required. Up to 20% standard thinner optional.

VOC See technical datasheet.

COMPATibiLiTy
original paint, aluminium, bare metal, galvanised, polyester fillers, rigid plastic, fiberglass,

grp, SMc, e-coat, concrete, wood, epoxy primer.

PRePARATiOn

remove all loose material and any rust from the surface to be coated.

clean and degrease the surface. abrade the surface with p80-p180 grit sand paper.

re-clean the surface.

refer to the technical datasheet for more details and various surfaces.

RAPTOR APPLiCATiOn GUns
no reduction required.

We recommend using RAPTOR application guns (gUn/1 or gUn/vn).

AiR PRessURe
40-60 pSi.

2.75 - 4.1 bar.

COATs 2 medium coats. dry film thickness approximately 460 microns.

FLAsh OFF TiMe 60 minutes rollable or raptor application gun, 35 minutes HvLp.

CURe TiMes
Less than 1 hour touch dry, 48 to 72 hours in light duty service, depending on coating

thickness.

POT LiFe 60 minutes @ 20 °c 

COVeRAGe typical coverage is 4.2 m2 per litre.

ResisTAnT TO
Solvents, xylene, bleach, phosphoric acid, hydrochloric acid, hydraulic fluid, brake fluid,

Skydrol™, gasoline, diesel fuel, alcohol, salt water, animal urine.

TeMPeRATURe ResisTAnCe From -18 °c to +95 °c constant.

raptor Specification
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clean  
SubStrate
remove all loose material.
clean and degrease 
surface. We recommend 
using U-POL SYSteM 20 
degreasers (S2001/5 or 
S2002/5).

SanD  
SubStrate
Sand surface with p80-p180 
grit paper, use red scuff pad 
for difficult to sand areas. re-
clean the surface. RAPTOR 
can be directly applied over 
painted surfaces that have 
been cleaned and sanded.

priMe 
Surface
Spot prime any areas 
where bare metal has 
been exposed. Bare metal, 
aluminum or galvanized 
surfaces must be primed 
with an etch primer like 
raptor acid etch primer 
(rptep/aL), or RAPTOR 
anti-corrosive epoxy primer 
for optimum performance. 
Use raptor adhesion 
promoter (rptap/aL) in 
hard to reach areas.

Mix 
raptor
RAPTOR has a 3:1 mix ratio. 
pour 0.24L of the RAPTOR 
hardener into the pre-filled 
bottle of 0.71L of RAPTOR 
coating or combine them at 
a 3 parts RAPTOR to 1 part 
hardener ratio in a separate 
container. For tinting, 
please consult the technical 
datasheet.

ShaKe

Shake bottle or stir (if mixing 
in separate container) for 2 
minutes to thoroughly mix 
the product.

Shoot

attach application gun to 
bottle. adjust supplied 
air pressure to 2.75-4.1 
bar depending on desired 
texture. at a distance of 
45-150cm, apply to the 
prepared surface in a 
sweeping motion to obtain 
desired texture. pot life: 
approximately 60 minutes.

We recommend using 
RAPTOR application guns 
(gUn/1 or gUn/vn).

aDDitional 
coatS
2 or 3 light coats are 
better than one heavy coat. 
if applying more than one 
coat, allow RAPTOR to 
flash 60 minutes between 
coats. if more than 5 hours 
between coats, allow it to set 
overnight, lightly scuff and 
apply additional coat(s).

top coating

RAPTOR can be 
overpainted with most 
modern paint systems. 
allow RAPTOR to dry for 24 
hours, scuff with fine scuff 
pad, clean, apply top coat 
or clearcoat if desired. We 
recommend using SYSteM 
20 clearcoats (such as 
S2081Sr).

DrYing tiMeS

dry to touch: 1 hour.
Light duty use: 2-3 days.
Heavy duty use: 7 days.

eQuipMent 
clean up
clean gun, equipment and 
over spray with lacquer 
thinner or acetone before 
RAPTOR is fully cured.

raptor application & procedure guide
raptor is a textured coating suitable for use over the following properly prepared substrates:  
oeM paint, primed metal, primed aluminium, primed galvanized, fibreglass, SMc, wood, concrete and powder coat.

Process tools required: RAPTOR product, safety glasses, respirator, p80-p180 grit sandpaper, red scuff pads, RAPTOR application gun or 
professional vari-nozzle application gun (gUn/1 or gUn/vn) or roller brush.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10
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Flat Finish Standard coarse Finish really coarse Finish Slip-resistant Finish

First coat: Mix RAPTOR and 
allow to stand for 10 minutes

3:1+15%, HvLp 1.7, 2 Bar 
pressure at gun and applied  
as a primer left to flash for  
30 minutes

second coat: 3:1+15%, HvLp 
1.7, 2 Bar pressure at gun and 
applied as a primer

standard texture through 
Application Gun (GUn/1 & 
GUn/Vn): Mix RAPTOR and 
allow to stand for 10 minutes

4 Bar (60 pSi)

distance from object 50cm  
2 coats with an even  
sweeping motion

Coarse texture through 
Application Gun (GUn/1 & 
GUn/Vn): Mix RAPTOR and 
allow to stand for 10 minutes

3 Bar

distance from object 50cm

2 coats: 1 even sweeping 
motion, second dropping the 
coat over the first 

Coarse texture through 
Application Gun (GUn/1 & 
GUn/Vn): Mix RAPTOR 
and allow to stand for 10-minutes

3 Bar

distance from object 50cm

2 coats - 1 even sweeping 
motion, second dropping the coat 
over the first

add a RAPTOR traction box 
on the last coat 
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